IT Innovation for Medical Lab
and Phlebotomist

S E C U R E S A MP L I N G

PhlebeeLab

 Order is created with patient
complete ID

Lab ordering on Mobile, works online and offline

(QR Code or equivalent).
 Tubes and patient are
associated.
 No more writing.
 Test guide always
synchronized.
 Determine tube’s color based
on selected tests.

 Receive patient information
in
real
time
and
automatically create order
in your LIS.
 Phlebeelab is the first mHealth cloud mobile lab ordering platform that also
capture data from mobile IVD Devices and send them to the medical lab!

TRACEABILITY
 Phlebotomist ID.
 Sampling Timestamp.
 Timestamp of sample drop-off.

WORKS ALSO WITH
APPOINTMENT
 Appointment entered on a Web
Interface.
 Use the phone GPS with one
single touch.
 Integrates external appointment
if needed.

W I N TI ME
 Order received in real time
through mobile network.
 Verify order hours before tubes
arrival.

 No more writing to do - the app
works with the voice recognition
of the mobile phone.
 Phlebotomist ID and sampling
timestamps are automatically
filled in by the application itself
which
improves
ISO-15189
compliance.
 The medical order (paper) is
scanned using the mobile phone
camera.

Liste Patients

 Anticipate analytical activity.
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To create a new request, one just has to scan a unique patient's ID (barcode or QR Code).
Once validated, the dematerialized file is sent to lab using wifi, 3G or 4G.
Works online and offline and synchronizes upon network detection without user interaction.
Sampling guides and test catalogues are directly accessible in the smartphone and can be
updated by the laboratory in real time.

 Phlebeelab is a Software as a Service (SaaS) platform with prices based on a pay by order
transmitted to the Lab. Unit price is based on the monthly volume. No investment needed.
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